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— PRESS RELEASE — 
Bech-Maacher, 02 oct. 2020 

The independent winegrowers of the Moselle (Privatwënzer) use their 
strength together by participating in the creation of wäistrooss.lu: an 
innovative e-commerce platform, dedicated to the sale of wines from family 
wineries located along the Moselle. 

AN ESSENTIAL DIGITAL TRANSITION FOR WINEGROWERS 

After having suffered the crisis at the beginning of the year which saw the population of the country confine 
itself, the restaurants close, and the fairs and shows to be canceled, continue to make known their range of 
wines, to promote their annual production and to attract new customers was not an easy exercise for 
winegrowers accustomed to direct discussions with customers. Although, for some, digital technology has 
already replaced physical contact to a certain extent, always giving more visibility to its cellar or its domain 
requires being truly innovative and creative in a context where the "rules of the game" are changing. 

The organization of independent winegrowers understood this very quickly when emerging from the crisis, and 
then offered to support its members towards an ambitious digital transition. Presented during a monthly 
meeting of the organization, the idea of making everyone's digital efforts converge towards a collective 
platform where wine offers would be grouped together, the act of purchasing simplified and where a common 
communication would be activated on many supports, pleased and convinced a good part of the members 
present. 

A UNIFYING E-COMMERCE AROUND WINE 

Named “wäistrooss.lu” (wine route in Luxembourgish), this e-commerce website, available on computers, 
smartphones and tablets, has been officially accessible to all since September 21. Currently grouping more 
than fifteen independent winegrowers, the offer will expand further in the coming weeks with the gradual 
integration of additional wineries. 

If the principle remains that of an e-commerce store, the site has been entirely designed around wine to 
facilitate its use: access to the entire range or directly to the cellar of the winemaker of his choice, sorting of 
wines offered according to their grape varieties, their color, their millésimes or their specificities (organic wines, 
charters wines, crémants, late harvests). The product pages are enriched with photos allowing you to look at 
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the bottles from many angles. And the visitors has the possibility to consult the opinions of other amateurs 
who have already tasted the wines they are viewing. 

But the three main features specific to wäistrooss.lu are mainly: 

• Its delivery service common to all winegrowers 

Whatever the number of cellars and wineries from which the bottles are delivered, buying on the site makes it 
possible to bring the wines of the producers directly to the consumers' table without increasing the number of 
delivery vehicles and without having to move from one winery to each other. Therefore, it is a relevant 
ecological initiative, besides being practical and time-saving. 

• A strong geographical identification on the origin of its wines 

Since most of the wines from independent winegrowers are terroir wines, the emphasis has been placed on 
the very many localities and hillsides of the country on which the vines grow and develop. In order to be as 
transparent and as exhaustive as possible with consumers, the site has relied on the use of many 
geographical maps of Luxembourg vineyards, relying on certain data from the geoportail.lu website. Important 
and necessary indication to be given to consumers, both the composition of the soil and the orientation of the 
vines intrinsically determine the quality of the best wines. 

• Its sales prices close or equivalent to those applied when leaving the cellars 

Lastly, the relevance of the wäistrooss.lu offer is based on the prices charged to consumers. From the start, 
the decision was made not to deviate from the prices charged when leaving the cellars in order to convince a 
new digital clientele, partly foreign. Therefore, if the prices are increased by an average of €0.61 for any 
purchase by unit, in packaging of 6 bottles, the prices are identical to those charged when leaving the 
cellars. 

For more information, Nick Legentil, initiator of the wäistrooss.lu project and representative of the operating company is 
at your disposal to answer your questions. You can contact him at press@waistrooss.lu. 
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